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SUVI on the GOES-R



Passbands



Temperature Response Function

• Passband sensitive to a 
spectral range 5-10 Å wide

• Integrate across 
wavelength to give single 
intensity value per pixel

• Within this range, one or 
more spectral lines are 
prominent, although their 
relative contribution to the 
spectrum may change with 
temperature and/or 
density.







Raw Data

Computers are stupid – intensity information is 
not enough to create these classifications

Motivation



Motivation
The aim of this study is to extract thermal information about the sun’s 
optically thin corona using EUV observations

I.G. Hannah, E.P. Kontar, Astronomy & Astrophysics, 2012



Project Goal

❖ Create DEM analysis code in python
➢ needs to be fast
■ a stack of images is taken every 4 minutes

➢ reliable 
■ good results that are consistent against other solvers and 

models



The Basic Math - Differential Emission Measure

count rate/ 
observed flux for 
a given pixel

temperature 
response function 
for channel !



How to think of DEM

Imagine you’re a single detector of many on a camera 
- each detector covers a region of the sun expressed in arc-seconds. This is 

the line of sight (LOS)

- you are looking at your portion of the sun so you have a column of 
electrons traveling toward you

- a slice dz of the column has a particular density as a function of 
temperature

- the density and temperature of the electrons in the slice will vary

- by knowing intensity information from many channels you can get a 
spread of possible plasma temperatures for that column - it may actually 
even be multiple temperatures depending on depth!



The Basic Math - Differential Emission Measure

count rate/ 
observed flux for 
a given pixel

temperature 
response function 
for channel !

The DEM describes 
the amount of 
thermal plasma 
along the line of sight 
(LOS) as a function 
of Temperature.



So what’s the problem?

∫ → ∑

Log(T): 5.5 5.8 6.1 6.4 6.7 7.0 7.3 7.6



So what’s the problem?

∫ → ∑

Log(T): 5.0 5.3 5.6 5.9 6.2 6.5 6.8 7.1



So what’s the problem?

y = Kx

underdetermined problem with infinitely many solutions!!

X



Method to a solution – forward fitting

A. R Inglis, et al. The Astrophysical Journal. 2014. 



Once we have picked an algorithm and 

basis function what can we do with it?



Sparse Inversion 
Minimizing the L1-Norm

Cheung et al. 2015



Sparse Inversion 
Minimizing the L1-Norm

Cheung et al. 2015





X. Cheng et al. The 
Astrophysical Journal. 
2012.



We can do this too! Well, almost..



Different solver - PuLP



Different solver - PuLP



So what’s the problem, Python?

• Solver used

• Understanding of algorithms and DEM solving procedure



Future Work 

v Figure out a working solver

v Ideally fast!

v Confirm against other DEM programs in IDL

v Compare various algorithms

v Temperature study

v Look at regions of specific solar features over longer period – a solar cycle to see 

if there are really more prominent features reoccurring

v Implement into the automated classifier 
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